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  Snappii offers more mobile business apps than anybody else. 
The apps are built on Snappii’s ultrafast codeless platform. 

All the apps can be 100% customized to meet customer specific requirements. 

Customer Satisfaction Survey 

Improve Your Business with Timely Customer Feedback 
Evaluate your products and services by having your clients fill out this 
survey and instantly email it to you. Make it easy for your customers to 
share their feedback with you. 

Invoice Manager for iPad 
Expedite the Invoice Process and Get Paid Faster 
Instantly create and send invoices anytime, anywhere. Speed up 
payments and increase profits. 

Product Catalog 
Add Another Sales Channel and Boost Sales 
Create an astounding split screen gallery to showcase your products 
and simplify the checkout process. 

SalesForce App 

Take SalesForce on the Road with You 
Optimize customer visit routes. See the whole list of leads and users, 
schedule events, modify contact lists, read tweets, and get messages 
via SalesForce chat. 

Expense Report 
Streamline Employee Expense Reporting 
Create expense reports, capture receipts, and share them with your 
supervisor anytime, anywhere. 

HR App 

Streamline and Stay in Control of HR Management 
Conduct job interviews, calculate salary and turnover rates, and fill out 
time sheets, accident reports, and vacation requests. 
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Office Inventory 
Capture and Manage Office Furniture, Equipment and Other Assets 
Make office inventories by specifying dates, locations, items, 
categories, vendors, models, and quantities. Capture images and bar 
codes. 

Camera to PDF Scanner 

Instantly Convert Photos and Descriptions into PDF Files 
Capture images, add descriptions, instantly generate PDF and Excel 
reports and share them with others. Save time and effort spent on 
finding and operating scanners. 

Trade Show Lead Collection 
Connect with Prospective Customers and Generate Quality Leads 
Capture contact details, scan attendee badges, and snap photos of 
business cards to easily generate leads and develop marketing 
strategies. 

Streamline Field Inspections and Expedite Reporting 
Create and instantly share full-length inspection reports with 
photos, drawings, QR codes, barcodes, and locations. 

Inspect Anything 
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